Sandewall ( 1986) presents a theory of multjpie inheritance with exceptions (also called nonmonotonic inheritance) based on a set of nonmonotonic inference rules, taking advantage at the same time of theories based on nonmonotonic logic as proposed by Etherington and Reiter and of path-based theories as proposed by Touretzky, Horty and Thomason. Flaws in Sandewall's set of rules are shown and a revised set of rules is proposed. This revised set is shown to provide the same conclusion sets on a hierarchy as path-based theories for three classical variants of preclusion. Moreover, although most approaches to inheritance leave it in the metalanguage, it is shown that putting preclusion in the object language provides extensions with desirable general properties which are not always true in the restricted language of conclusion sets.
Int~uction
In artificial intelligence, knowledge is often organized in hierarchies in which the nodes represent concepts (which may be individual concepts), and the positive (is-a) links represent a relation of generalization/specialization.
In these hierarchies, more specific concepts inherit properties from more general ones. Inheritance is said to be multiple when a concept may directly inherit from several other concepts. It is said to admit exceptions (or to be nonmonotonic) when inheritance can be cancelled by adding info~ation to the hierarchy; usually, this is done by allowing exclusion links (is-not-a links) as well as is-u links. The fundamental problem in a multiple inheritance hierarchy with exceptions I' is to define the conclusion sets of I', and to find such sets. The problem was raised in Fahlman 1.31. and put in a formal setting in Touretzky [ 1.5 1, who provided a path-based inheritance definition. There are many approaches to this problem: Etherington and Reiter 121 propose a theory based on default logic, and Sandcwall [ IO] proposes a definition that combines elements of both the path-based and logical accounts. Sandewall's theory is interesting in two ways. First, he allows hierarchies to contain cycles. which arc generally disallowed in nonmonotonic inheritance hierarchies. Second. he puts preclusion and contradiction in the object language, i.e., in the language from which extensions are built, whereas most approaches to inheritance leave these in the metalanguage. ' Here, I will show that putting preclusion in the object language provides extensions with desirable general propertics.
In Section 2. I will recall Sandcwall's set of rules for constructing an extension of a hierarchy I'. In Section 3. I show that this rule set gives unintuitive results on some typical examples from the literature. analyLc the flaws that cause these examples, and propose a revision of Sandewall's rules. In Section 4. 1 show that three variants of my revised rules correspond to altcrnativcs developed in the path-based framework of [ 6,7 1. 1 then discuss some desirable general properties of extensions, and show that these properties are not always true I'or the conclusion sets generated by these extensions. Thus, WC obtain these properties with the more expressive language containing preclusion, but not with the less expressive language without preclusion. This shows the advantage of putting preclusion in the object language.
Sandewall's set of inference rules
WC use the following notation to discuss Sandcwall's multiple inheritance hierarchies with exceptions. We use I' for the hierarchies. I'. II'. .I-. !I, : for nodes, (.Y, J, +) for a positive link from .X 10 y, and (.x-, y. ) for a negative link from .Y to J. s denotes one of the signs + and ~-: ~-A dcnotcs the opposite sign to .P.
Sandewall uses the notion of an extension to define a conclusion set of /'-but there is some ambiguity in his paper about the word "extension". Actually, hc defines it in three different ways: ( 1 ) , as a hierarchy whose set of nodes is identical to that of f and whose set of links contains those of I': (2). as a set of propositions; and (3) as a set of positive and negative paths. To each sense of "extension" corresponds a sense of conclusion set of an extension. where a conclusion set is a set of propositions of the form isa(x, y. s). In case ( I ). the conclusion set of an extension is the set of propositions isa(x.v, s) such that (.v.J'. .s) is a link of the extension; in case (2) it is the set of propositions isa(.r, y, s) belonging to the extension; and in case (3) it is the set of propositions i.sa(x. y. .s) such that there is a path from .Y to y of polarity s in the ' Some approaches. such ;1.\ 13,s 1, put preclusion and contradiction in the object language indirectly. through clbnormality predicates. Hut these have not hcen much developed and we do not have theoretical results about them extension. To be clear, I myself will refer to extensions as sets of propositions and to expansions as sets of paths.2
Inference rules deal with sets of propositions, each proposition being an atom or the negation of an atom, where an atom has one of the following forms:
isax(x, y, $1, isa(x,y,s), precl(x, y, z, s), cntr(x, y, z, s).
&.X(X, y, s) means that (x,-y, s) is a link in the hierarchy. is&x, y, s) means that x inherits from y with polarity s. peel and cntr are related to Touretzky's preclusion and contradiction relations, respectively. The notion of preclusion has been discussed in much detail in the literature, in particular by Horty [ 71. The idea of preclusion is that a conclusion isa( x, z, s) should not be inferred from a path from x through y to z of polarity s if there is a positive path from x to y passing through a node inheriting from z with polarity -s (with some conditions of inheritance varying according to the definition of preclusion).
The idea of contradiction is that a conclusion isa( x, u, s) should not be inferred from a path from x through z to c' of polarity s if x negatively inherits from z or x inherits from u with polarity --s.
Sandewall writes inference rules in the general form "If Di is known and D2 is not known then infer Ds", where DI , D2 and D3 are sets of propositions. One may determine extensions for sets of such rules as follows. Construct a sequence of increasing sets of propositions, where Ee is the set of propositions isan(x, y, s) such that (x, y, s) is a link in the hierarchy and each &+I is constructed from Ei by selecting an instantiation of a rule where Dt is a subset of Ei and D2 is disjoint from Ei, and then choosing Ei+l as Ei U D3. The process is continued to its (possibly infinite) limit. We obtain an extension by constructing a sequence Eo, El,. . . , Ei, . . . on condition that the limit E of this sequence is consistent, i.e. does not contain the propositions q and Tq for some q, and E is a fixpoint for the set of rules, i.e. that the set D3 of any rule applicable to E is a subset of E. 3 The number of nodes in a hierarchy being finite, the total number of propositions available for a given hierarchy is also finite. For a given hierarchy, the sequence (Ei) is stationary, as it is a sequence of increasing subsets of a finite set. Therefore, a set E of propositions is an extension of the hierarchy iff there is a finite sequence (Eo,Et,..., En) constructed as explained above, such that E is equal to En and E is consistent and a fixpoint for the given set of rules. Depending on the order in which the rules are applied, we may obtain several different extensions.
z I will not need to use the definition of an extension as a hierarchy.
3 To be precise, this last condition appears in the definition of a correct extension in 191, but has been forgotten in [ 10 ] The absence of this condition would permit the production of incomplete extensions, for instance by endlessly using the same rule instantiation while others are available.
The following is Sandewall's set of inference rules. Prom this set of rules. we can reconstruct the appropriate preclusion and contradiction conditions in Sandewall's theory. The predicate prrcl(.u, y. ;, .s) is inferred if there is a path from x through y to ; of polarity .Y passing through some nodes ~a, ~1,. . , y,. such that Q is equal to y, .r positively inherits from JQ. J+L inherits from z with polarity s and for any i from 0 to tl -1. \-positively inherits from yf and v, positively inherits from J,_ I (rules 1 and 4 t. The conclusion i.scc( .Y . ;. s) is precluded if the predicates p~c'l( .x. x, :, s ) and isa( y. ;. .s) arc inferred. The conclusion isa(.x, :. s) is inferred in rule 3 without testing the nonprcclusion condition, and inconsistency follows from rule 5 in case preclusion is detected afterwards.
Sandewall
The predicate rrr~(.r, JV, I', s) is inferred if there is a path from x through _v and some node ,-to 1' of polarity s such that s positively inherits from _Y. y positively inherits from :, .X negatively inherits from ;, r inherits from I' with polarity s and (v, I'. s) is not a link of I' (rule 6). The conclusion isu(.v. II. .s) is contradicted if the predicate crzrr(x, y, Z. s) or isn( X, :, --s) is inferred. The noncontradiction condition is tested before inferring the concIusion isa( x. ;, .s) in rule 3, and the ~rop(~siti(~n -crrtr(x. y, 2, s) is inferred in rule 3 in order to produce inconsistency, in case contradiction is detected afterwards.
However, as the predicates pm.1 and mtr are explained in terms of paths, what we have for each of these predicates is a proof theory, not a semantics. This is a general problem with path-based inheritance theories. Sandewall may have been hoping to present a version of inheritance theory that would be as semantically transparent as default logic. But his importation of notions like preclusion from Touretzky's proof-thcoret~c formalism into the object language makes the semantics of his system problematic. Preclusion may have some connection with preferences between extensions in an extension of Reiter's logic that allows for such preferences. but so far, attempts to provide this sort ol semantics for inheritance networks have not been entirely successful. Horty discusses these matters in [ 71. Nevertheless, there are technical reasons for incIuding preclusion in the object language, which I will develop in Section 4. gives the intuitively correct answer on K'. It yields two credulous conclusion sets, one containing the propositions isa( b, e, +) and isa(a, e, +) and the other containing the coupled conclusions isa(b, e, -) and isa ( a, e, -) . But with the upward construction, r has four credulous conclusion sets: the two preceding ones, plus one containing the propositions isa( b, e, +) and isa(a, e, -1 and one containing the propositions isa( b, e, -) and isa( a, e, +). (These are decoupled conclusions.)
The upward construction gives the intuitively correct answer on r'. It produces a unique conclusion set containing the propositions isa( b, e, -) and isa( a, e, +). In contrast, the unique conclusion set obtained with the downward construction contains the proposition isa( b, e, -> and no conclusion from a to e.
Sandewall's inference rules give the intuitively correct answer on r, the Type 2 structure that is represented in Fig. 6 in [ lo] . This is due to the fact that if the decoupled conclusions isa(b, e, --s) and isa(a, e, s) are inferred then precZ(a, b, e, s) is inferred too, which leads to inconsistency through rule 5. As for f', Sandewall's rules give no extension on this hierarchy! In any sequence of consistent El, there is no way to avoid inferring isa( b, e, -), isa( a, c, +), precl( a, c, e, +). This is because there is no way to infer isa(a, e, -) or cntr(a, c, e, -t); we therefore obtain precl(a, 6, e, +), which leads to inconsistency through rule 5.
A similar situation occurs in Fig. 2 . This example, which concerns path-based theories, is presented in [ 171 to illustrate the debate between preemption with and without reinstatement. The question here is: should the positive path xcbf belong to the unique expansion of r? The answer to this question does not affect the conclusion set of the expansion which intuitively contains the proposition isa( x, b, +) in addition to the propositions isa( X, y, s) such that (x, y, s) is a link of r. However, once again, Sandewall's rules give no extension on this hierarchy. In any sequence of consistent E,. there is no way to avoid inferring isrr(c,. f'. -). isu(x-,b,+), precl(.r,l>, f,+), as there is no way to infer isa( X. ,f'. I or cnfr( .r, 0. ,f'. +). We then have precl(.w, c, f; +). which leads to inconsistency through rule 5.
The common faw in the examples 01' Figs. I i hierarchy I") and 2 is that in any situation where the propositions isn(.r, I'. +). i.su(~~,~, +), isct(y. ;. .s), isa(.r,y. f) and isa(r,, :, --s) have to be inferred, but the propositions isa(x, :, --s) and cntr(x, y, :, s) may not be inferred. then precl(.r. y. z, .s) through rule 3 and prec/( x, U, ;, s) through rule 4 have to be inferred. which leads to inconsistency through rule 5. It seems that Sandewall did not foresee this situation and thought that inconsistency through rule 5 could be avoided by inferring isa( .v, ;. --.s) instead of isa(x, :. s). He did not consider the possibility that the argument supporting the link (.w. :, -.y)-or a prefix of this argument-would itself be victim of preclusion or contradiction. In order to remedy this, the proposition prd( .Y. v. :. 0 should bc used preventively. This idea leads to three changes in Sandewall's formalization: first, precl( x, y, T,. s) should be introduced in a rule devoted to that purpose (rather than being combined with isa(.w, :, .r) in rule 3) : second. I"-ecl(s. J' . ;. s) should he added to the set 02 of rule 3 (to block isa(x, ;. s) in case of preclusion):
and third. ~prec/(x,y, :. .s) should be added to the set 03 of rule 3 (to lead to inconsistency in case preclusion is detected after concluding isu(.v. ,, s) ). To stay as close as possible to Sandewall's set of rules, the propositionprecl( x, y. z, s) should be inferred when isa(s, J, +) and isa( y, :. s) are in E and there is a sequence (CO, 1'1 , . , 1%~) such that i.sa( N). :. --.s) is in E. 1'~ is equal to ~1 and for any i from 0 to k -I, isu(x,~~,,+) and Lsu(I:,,I.,, ,. t) arc in E. This preventive strategy can lead to counterintuitive results of another sort. Consider for instance the hierarchy I -" in Fig. I (called Type IC structure in 1 IO] ). Intuitively (according to Sandewall's offpath form of preemption).
r" should have a unique extension, containing the proposition i.sa(a, e. -). However, if precl( X, J. :, s) is used preventively, precl(cr,c. e. +) is inferred, hut not precl(u,b,e, +). so that isu(n, e. +) may be inferred from isu(u,h, +) and i.sa(l2.r. +) through rule 3, leading to an intuitively incorrect extension containing the proposition isu( N. e, +). This is remedied by replacing the proposition i&y, z, s) by isax(y, z, s) in the set Dt of rule 3. (In a path-based theory, this would correspond to the choice of an upward construction.) This modification renders the presence of the proposition cntr(n, y, z, s) in the set D2 of rule 3 useless (because cntr(x, y, z, s) cannot be inferred when (y, z, s) is a link of f). So cntr may be eliminated from the fo~alism, thereby simplifying the set of rules.
A less important flaw of Sandewall's rules is their inability to produce any extension on hierarchies containing contradictory links, i.e. links in the form (x, y, -t-) and (x, y, -) .
Rules 1 and 2 render inconsistency unavoidable in such hierarchies. If we do not wish to restrict ourselves to consistent hierarchies, rule 2 should be suppressed and the proposition +a(~, z, --s) should be added to the set Da of rule 3.
Revised set of inference rules
The following is the revised set of inference rules as it emerges from the preceding remarks.
Revised set of inference rules 1. If isux(x, y, s) is in E then add &a( x, y, s) to E 2. Inference of precl( x, y, z, s)
1. If isa(x, y, +) and isax(y, z, s) are in E then add p(x,y,y,z,s) to E 2. If p(x, w, y, z, s), isa( X, O, +) and isa( u, w, +) are in E then add p( X, 6, y, Z, s) to E 3. If p(n, U, y, z, s) and isu(u, z, --s) are in E then add precl(x, y, z, s) to E 3. If isu(x, y, +) and isux(y, z, s) are in E and precl(x, y, z, s) and isa(x, z, -s) are not in E then add isa(x, z, s), Tprecl(x,y, z, s) and +a(~, z, -s) to E
The revised set of inference rules produces the same conclusion sets as path-based credulous theories using downward construction and offpath pr~mption on the examples of Figs. 1 and 2. 
Inference roles for path-based theories

Path-based defeasible credulous theories
In path-based theories proposed by Touretzky, Horty and Thomason [6] [7] [8] 14 ,15], a conclusion set of a hierarchy r is defined from a set @ of paths in f as the set of conclusions supported by the paths in @. A path is either positive or negative. A positive path is only composed of positive links, and a negative path is composed of positive links except for the last one, which is negative. The conclusion supported We will consider here three variants of offpath preemption: namely, offpath preemption, offpath preemption with reinstatement and preemption by general subsumption. In the following definitions, @ is a set of paths in r and LY is a compound path in r f i.e.. a path composed of more than one link). with start node x and last Iink (J, 2, .Y).
Offpath preemption is d&red in [6-X,1 I ] as Iollows (see Fig. 3 ): * cy is offpath preempted in C I:@) iff Cx, ;. .-. c) is a link of r or there is a node L of I' such that (I:,:. .A) is a link of r and there is a positive path ~1 from x to ~3 and a positive path ~2 from I' to x such that the concatenation of pi and ~2 is in @. The notion of reinstatement has been discussed in [ I ,7,12,17]. Offpath preemption with reinstatement is defined as follows:
l CY is offpath preempted with reinstatement in (r,@) iff (x, z, -s) is a link of r or there is no path in r of same start node, end node and polarity as (Y that is a link or a compound path constructible and not offpath preempted in ( r, @) .
The third variant has been called preemption by general subsumption in [7] and HC2-preemption in [ 121. It is defined as follows:
l a is preempted by general subsumption in (r, @) iff (x, z, -s) is a link of r or there is a node u of r such that (u, z, -s) is a link of r and there is a positive path ~1 in Cp from x to u and a positive path ,uu:! in @ from u to y. Contradiction in (r, @) is naturally defined as follows:
l cx is contradicted in (r,@) iff there is a path in Cp of same start node and end node as LY and opposite polarity to cy. In a credulous theory, inheritability in (r, @) of a path LY in r is defined as follows:
l if cy is a link then a is inheritable in (r, @i>, l if LY is a compound path then (Y is inheritable in (r,@) iff it is constructible and neither preempted nor contradicted in (r, @) . Finally, for any set @ of paths in r, l Qi is an expansion of r iff it is exactly the set of paths in r that are inheritable in (r9).
Set S of inference rules
The following is the set-called S-of inference rules that immediately emerges from the definition of path-based credulous theory using upward construction. If isax(x, y, s) is in E then add isa(x, y, s) to E 2. Inference of precl( x, y, z, s) (depends on the definition of preemption) 3. If isa(x, y, +> and isax(y, z, s) are in E and precl(x, y, z, s) and isa(x, z, -s) are not in E then add isa(x, z, s), Tprecl(x, y, z, s) and +sa(x, z, -s) to E
1.
The set S appears as a generalization of the revised one. Rule 2' (respectively 2", 2"') is the instantiation of rule 2 for offpath preemption (respectively offpath preemption with reinstatement, preemption by general subsumption) .
Inference rule 2' for offpath preemption 2'. Inference of precl (x, y, z, s)
1. If isa(x, u, +), isax( u, y, +), isa(x, y, +) and isax( o, z, -s) are in E and precl(x, u, y, +> and isax(x, y, -) are not in E then add precl( x, y, z, s) and Iprecl( x, u, y, +) to E 2 . If precl( x, w, z, s) , isax( w, y, +) and isa(x, y, +> are in E and precl(x, w, y, +) and isa.x(x, y, -) are not in E then add precl(x, y, z, s) and Iprecl(x, w, y, i-) to E Theorem 1 states that the theory defined by the set S of nonmonotonic inference rules with the adequate instantiation of rule 2 gives the same conclusion sets as the pathbased credulous theory using upward construction and one of the variants of offpath preemption presented above.
Theorem 1. Eitr arq hierarchy I: the c~~z(,~u~s~~~~? sets of the extensions oj' I' attained br the set S of inference rules whrm rule 2 is instantiated as rule 2' (respectively 2", 2'")
arc e.xactly the conclusion .rets of the expansion.r of r in path-based credulous theoq using upward construction und ofpath preemption ( respectively qflpath preemption with re~rlstatement, preen~ptio~~ i?y general ~su~~~un~ptii~t~ ).
The proof of Theorem I is given in the Appendix. For any hierarchy I' containing no contradictory links, the set obtained from the revised set of inference rules by replacing isn( I', CL', t) by isax(c, W, +) in subrule 2.2 and isa( Lx, :, -s 1 by isax{ Ix. :, -s) in subrule 2.3 exactly produces the conclusion sets of the expansions of I-in path-based credulous theory using upward construciion and offpath preemption with reinstatement. The presence of proposition isa( I:, ;, -s) instead of isnx( I', ,:, -.s) in subrule 2.3 makes rule 2 related not only to offpath preemption, but to downward construction too. That explains why the conclusion sets produced by the revised set on the examples of Figs. 1 and 2 are those produced by path-based theories using downward constructiot~.
Sandewall presents two interesting properties of the extensions, retailed here:
Proposition 2. Let E and E' be tMw extensions of u hierarchy I-, for which E 5 E'.
T?wF? E = E'.
Proposition 3. Every union qf distinct &ensions of a hierarchy is inconsistent.
We may consider the properties expressed in Propositions 2 and 3 for expansions or conclusion sets instead of extensions with the following de~nitions of inconsistency. An expansion is inconsistent iff it contains two contradictory paths that are not both links of r. A conclusion set is inconsistent iff it contains two propositions in the form isa(x, y, +> and isa(x, y, -) such that (x, y, -t) and (x, y, -> are not both links of r. Sandewall points out that Touretzky proved Propositions 2 and 3 for expansions, but only in the case of a hierarchy containing no positive cycle for Proposition 3 (Touretzky proved these results for downward construction and onpath preemption, but his proof still holds for upward construction and the variants of offpath preemption considered here), The hierarchy r in Fig. 4 is a conterexample of Proposition 3 for expansions. If preemption is offpath preemption or preemption by general subsumption then J' has two credulous expansions @ and 65'. The paths in Qi (respectively 4p') starting from a are the paths in T(a) (respectively T'(a)) starting from a. @ and @' are distinct expansions of r, but their union is consistent. Note that the union of the corresponding extensions E and E' of r is inconsistent, as E contains the proposition -precl( a, b, c, +) and E' contains precl(a, b, c, +). What about the conclusion sets C and C' of the extensions E and E' of r (or, in an equivalent way from Theorem 1, of the expansions @ and @')? C is a strict subset of Cf and the union of C and C' is consistent, so that neither Proposition 2 nor Proposition 3 holds for the conclusion sets of the hierarchy r in Fig. 4 . It follows from Touretzky's results that Propositions 2 and 3 are true for the conclusion sets of any hierarchy r containing no positive cycle, as a set @ of paths in r is inconsistent iff the set C of conclusions of @ is inconsistent and Proposition 3 implies ~oposition 2 (the conclusion set of an expansion being consistent). It also follows from his results that Proposition 2 is true for the conclusion sets of any hierarchy r if the preemption is an offpath one with reinstatement. Indeed, in that case, for any conclusion sets C and C' supported by Qi and @' respectively, the inclusion of C in C' implies that of @ in Qs'. In summary, Propositions 2 and 3 hold for extensions, expansions and conclusion sets as long as the hierarchy r cont~ns no positive cycle. But if r contains positive cycles then Propositions 2 and 3 still hold for extensions, but not for expansions and conclusion sets. This shows that to get the desirable properties expressed in Propositions 2 and 3 for any hierarchy r, we have to use the more expressive object language of extensions containing the predicate precl, and not the less expressive one of conclusion sets not containing the predicate precl. In other words, it appears that to get these desirable properties, we have to put preclusion in the object language.
Conclusion
Sandewall [lo] presents a theory of multiple inheritance with exceptions based on a set of nonmonotonic inference rules, taking advantage at the same time of theories based on nonmonotonic logic as proposed by Etherington and Reiter [2] and of pathbased theories as proposed by Touretzky, Horty and Thomason [6] [7] [8] 14, 15] . Besides, he allows hierarchies to contain cycles, which are generally disallowed in nonmonotonic inheritance hierarchies. He puts preclusion in the object language, i.e., in the language from which extensions are built, whereas most approaches to inheritance leave preclusion in the metalanguage. 1 show in this paper that putting preclusion in the object language provides extensons with desirable general properties which are not always true in the restricted language of conclusion sets not containing preclusion. Moreover. I show that some classical variants of path-based theories provide the same conclusion sets on a hierarchy as some appropriate sets of nonmonotonic inference rules. The general conclusion seems to he that path-based theories may profit by desirable properties established in nonmonotonic logic based on sets of nonmonotonic inference rules.
start node is x and last link is (y, z, s) is said to be in the form (x, . . . , y, z, s). For any set (D of paths in r, C(@) denotes the set of conclusions of @ and for any set E of propositions, C(E) denotes the set of conclusions of E. For any set E of propositions, let f(E), g(E) and h(E) be the sets of paths in r defined as follows:
l f(E) is the set of paths (x0,. , . , xi,. . . , xk_1, xk, Sk) in r such that for any i, 2 < i < k, isu(x~,x~, Si) is in E and neither precl(xa,x~-t,xi,si) nor isa(xa,x~,--SL)
are in E, l g(E) is the set of paths (x0,. . . *xi,. . a 9 xk-1, xk, Sk) in r such that for any i, 2 < i < k, i.scz(xo, Xi, si) is in E and neither precl( x0, Xi-t, Xi, si) nor isa~( x0, xi, -so are in E, l h(E) is the set of paths (xc.. . . , xi,. . . , .x&j, xk, Sk) in r such that for any i,
is not in E.
Lemma A.l.
Let E be an extension of r. (a) C(f(E)) = C(g(E)) = C(h(E)) = C(E),
(b) for any compound path LY in r in the form (SC,. . . , y, z, s) , a is oRpath preempted
in (r, g(E) ) (respectively ofiath preempted in (r, h(E) ) , preempted by general ~~b~~rn~t~o~ in (I', g( E) ) ) zff isax( x, Z, --s) or precl( n, y, Z, s) is i~z E.
Proof. (a) C(f(E)) C C(g(E)) 2 C(h(E)) C C(E) is evident. It remains to prove C(E) 2 C(f(E)).
Let (Eo,.. 
.,Ei,...,E")
be the sequence such that E = E,. It is easy to show by induction on i that for any i, 0 < i < R, CCC) C C(f(-Q). Then E C_ CtftE)). (b) follows from the definitions of preemption and rule 2, from (a) and from the fact that E is a fixpoint for the set S. q (A) Let us show that the conclusion set of any extension of r is that of a credulous expansion of r.
Let E be an extension of r and @ be the path set g(E) (respectively h(E), g(E) ). We know from Lemma A. 1 (a) that C(E) is equal to C (@) . It remains to show that 4b is a credulous expansion of r.
Let 1y be a path in r. Let us show that cr is in @ iff it is inheritable in (r, @p). If 1y is a link then cz is in @ and is inheritable in (r,@). We suppose (Y is a compound path in the form (x ,..., y,z,s).
( 1) We suppose (Y is in Qi. Let us show that it is inheritable in (r, @). CY is constructible in (r, @) (from the definition of @) and not contradicted in (K @) (because C(Q) = C( f( E)) from Lemma A.1 (a) and isa(x, z, -s) is not in C( f(E))). Let us show that cz is not preempted in (r, @J). If preemption is offpath preemption or preemption by generaf subsumption then it follows from Lemma A.1 (b) that cy is not preempted in (r, at). If preemption is offpath preemption with reinstatement then let cy' be a path in gf E) supporting the conclusion (x, 2, s) ( LY' exists from Lemma A.1 (a)). If LY' is a link then CY is not preempted in (f, a). If cz' is a compound path in the form (x, . . . , u, z, s) then LY' is constructible in (r, @) and it follows from Lemma A. 1 (b) that cy' is not offpath preempted in (It @). Then LY is not preempted in (f ', CD). Then LY is inheritable in {F, @) ' (2) We suppose ct is inheritable in (I;@). Let us show that it is in @. a is not contradicted in (I-, 'P) then isu_rCx. ;, --s) is not in E. LY is not preempted in (I?, @) then if preemption is offpath preemption or preemption by general subsumption, it follows from Lemma A.1 (h) that precI(.u.y, z, s) is not in E. It remains to show that isnfx-, ;, S) is in E. Let (Y' he equal to cy if preemption is offpath preemption or preemption by general subsumption. and a path supporting the conclusion isa( x. :. .s) and being a link or a compound path constructible and not offpath preempted in Cf., @1 otherwise. If LY' is a link then isa(x, z, S) is in E. If (Y' is a compound path in the form (.t-, . , t', ;, s) then isa(.x, u. +) and isax(~-', :, s) are in E and neither pmclix. C. z, s) nor isa(x, ;, --s) are. As E is a fixpoint for the set S, the set DJ of rule 3 is a subset of E. Then isu( X, z, s) is in E. Then (Y is in (/z. (B) Let us show that the conclusion set of any credulous expansion of r is that 01 an extension of I'. . , E,) a sequence obtained from the set S with the following decreasing order of priority on the choice of the instantiation of rule:
(' I 1 An instantiation of rule I.
(2) An instantiation of rule 3 such that @ contains a compound path in the form (x, , y, z,, s) which is not offpath preempted (respectively offpath preempted, preempted by general subsumption) in (r, @). (3) An instantiation of a subrule of rule 2 such that, in case this subrule is 2'.1 (respectively 2'.2). no compound path in r in the form (x,. . . , t!.y, +) (respectively (x, . . . , w. y. +) ) is offpath preempted in (F', Cp) .
